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Abstract 

Philip Milton Roth, a marvellous American novelist who was splendidly 

famous for his fathomless examination of American identity. His works are stuffed 

with autobiographical ascendancy and supremacy as he is in every of the foremost 

outstanding writer of America’s postmodern era. In the itinerary of a really long 

journey and career, Philip Milton Roth took on several guises- primarily versions 

of himself – within the exploration of what it means that to be an American novelist, 

a Jew. He was actually a titlist of Eastern European novelist. Roth’s fiction centres 

around the semi-autobiographical motifs, whereas conveying the perils of making 

connections between an author and his fictional lives and voices self- consciously 

and such relationships and connections include narrator and protagonist like 

Nathan Zuckerman, David Keplish. Though Roth’s writings usually explored the 

soul expertise in America, author rejected being labelled a Jewish American 

author. 

Keywords: - Pain, Alienation, and creativity. 

Philip Milton Roth is one of the most unmistakable contemporary writer in the 

United States. Roth’s works are loaded with rich subjects and significant in 

importance, and regularly identified with the most delicate and intense issues of 

contemporary American culture, the logical inconsistencies between Jewish dad 

and his child, the topic of oppression and victimization of Jews and so on. 

The reflexivity in his novels mirrors his significant understanding into the 

connection between different anecdotal frameworks and the present reality just 

as self-development. 

The Ghost Writer begins the series with a twenty three years old Nathan 

Zuckerman on a visit to Berkshire retreat of his literary master, “It was the last 
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daylight hour of a December afternoon more than twenty years ago - I was twenty- 

three, writing and publishing my first short stories, and like many a Bildungsroman 

hero before me, already contemplating my own massive Bildungsroman- when I 

arrived at his hideaway to meet the great man” (Roth 1). There he discovers the 

domestic strife and frustrated passion are the unexpected norms in every temple of 

art. Although he is drawn to literature as a high and moral profession, the young 

author has already written some short stories that have shocked his parents and 

offended a judge in Newark. Zuckerman has thus experienced a taste of boldness 

and notoriety which is prepared to be typical of his career, and at the Berkshire 

retreat of the older writer he learns that no escape is possible from the demands 

of passion and art. 

Roth’s works are rich in themes and intense in meaning, and sometimes related to the 

very sensitive and delicate problems with contemporary American society, 

especially Jewish immigrants, just like the assimilation and special status of Jews in 

American society, individual struggles and successes etc. 

Within The Ghost Writer, Roth uses the first person narrative, flashbacks, 

reconciliation, fantasy, and inner monologue and also the subversion of classic 

Anne’s Diary. Within the novel The Ghost Writer, Nathan Zuckerman recalled the 

time when he came to travel a prestigious writer E.I Lonoff. At the time, 

Zuckerman is not only fascinated by Lonoff’s idea towards art and life but also by 

a young Jewish woman Amy Bellette and later noticed the abnormal relationships 

between Lonoff and her. 

The Ghost Writer is split into four parts as an instance Zuckerman’s observation on 

relationships of Lonoff’s family. Through the first point of view, Nathan 

Zuckerman is both the observer and the narrator of the story. In the very first 

chapter Maestro; Zuckerman gets to discern the actual maestro Lonoff and 

realizes the contradictions between art and life. Within the second chapter Nathan 

Dedalus; Zuckerman strayed from home for his writing a book about the negative 

image of the Jewish people which is actually unacceptable to his father. The 

refusal of biological father let Zuckerman long to urge the support of his spiritual 

father Lonoff. Within the third chapter, Femme Fatale; the author changes the 

narrative perspective to tell the story of Amy by using the third person narrative 
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and described her as, “”Little Beauty” the nurses called her- a silent, dark, 

emaciated girl- and so, one morning, ready to talk, she told them that the surname 

was Bellette” (Roth 126). Amy confided to Lonoff a year ago that she was actually 

Anne Frank who had left the classical writing. Anne’s Diary but not dead in 

Holocaust instead she kept exiling after she was found in an attic. 

Within the last chapter Married to Tolstoy; Hope, Lonoff’s wife lost her control and 

forced her husband to stop spending his life of morality and hoped Lonoff to live 

along with his true love Amy to line this triangle relationship free. But Lonoff 

insisted on such an abnormal but deviant  

life and ultimately Hope ran from Lonoff’s home in indignation. Zuckerman cannot 

win his father’s support as long as he implement his choice of creation, like Amy 

Bellette who cannot reunite along with her father, they both suffered from physically 

and spiritually exile and searching out for control from Lonoff. 

Roth’s fiction reflects Jamesian standards by including another component of 

mission for a significant Jewish personality. The subject of apparition is vital in 

the novel and the content brings up issues about it; regardless of whether Roth is 

a professional writer for Nathan, whether Amy is truly Anne Frank, whether 

Nathan is the professional writer of Amy’s story, whether Roth is ridiculing 

Nathan’s dreams about Anne Frank. Roth is surely the authentic professional writer, 

speaking with the acknowledged voice, behind the accepted voice of the writer. Roth 

ridicules Nathan’s dreams about Anne Frank and Nathan penances his own 

thoughts before his own hypochondria. Roth’s Jamesian supplication to his 

perusers is to be more inventive as they continued looking for the real world. 

Anne Frank is a Holocaust phantom wherein American Jewish perusers are 

intrigued and Roth has faced an extraordinary challenge in consolidating the picture 

of Anne Frank. The Holocaust figure of Anne Frank picked up compassion and 

charged the novel inwardly. Roth presents the image of Holocaust character as an 

aesthetic instrument, an image of injury, cudgels the craftsman to control his 

creative mind for a typical decent. Thusly, Roth gives us one of the major Jewish 

forms of innovation, the centrality of craftsmanship. 

In this play, Zuckerman made a decent clarification for Anne’s endurance from the 
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Holocaust and her changing name for Amy Bellette—she needs to be far enough 

away from what she needs to overlook. Amy in the book is a resilient lady who 

needs to be an extraordinary craftsman and put forth incredible attempts for the 

objective, plus she won’t relinquish her aesthetic interest when she is confronting 

difficulties, disparages or family forces; Amy’s picture is like Zuckerman who is 

seeking after Jewish writing under the weight and protest from his family. Amy 

Bellette, the champion of the continuation of Anne’s Diary, breaks the old picture of 

mild Anne Frank, now defiant and yearning, and her life venture is much the same 

as Nathan Zuckerman. She conceals her name and personality just to achieve her 

vengeance, she includes in her educator Lonoff’s family and endeavours to 

compensate for her absence of affection. Amy Bellette banished herself from her 

origin, and she conceals her personality due to her desire of keeping the imaginative 

impact of the demonstration that describes old Anne Frank’s story, in which the 

character Anne’s passing let the others feel blame for the mistreatment of Jewish 

people group. 

To stay discreet, Amy can’t re-join with her dad. Equivalent to Amy Bellette, 

Zuckerman cannot win his dad’s help as long as he demand his decision of 

creation, the two of them experienced truly and profoundly outcast and searching 

for comfort from Lonoff. As Amy Bellette mirrors Zuckerman, the activity of 

undercutting the conventional picture of Anne in the dream may likewise 

mirror Zuckerman’s longing to break the customary shackles. Zuckerman’s 

cognizance in the dream uncovered the loss of confidence in his continuation and 

over and over tested the legitimacy of this anecdotal deception. At the point when 

Amy reported to Lonoff that she was Anne, Zuckerman called attention to the 

less persuading part regarding Amy’s story. The first is the means by which did 

Amy endure Holocaust alone. Later Zuckerman clarified that the one who has seen 

Anne’s pass on of typhoid may have mistaken her for her sister. 

In The Ghost Writer, Nathan Zuckerman is both the story teller and the onlooker. 

In this way, Zuckerman present his creative mind and information to frame the 

anecdotal world intentionally. By imagining the discussion among Lonoff and 

Amy, Zuckerman calls attention to the significance of inventiveness in work 

manifestations. In addition, Zuckerman venture his interest on Amy in the dream to 
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let the envisioned one defy conventional norms. 

The radical new Amy’s stubbornness likewise shows Roth’s dismissal of bargain. In 

the portrayal, Zuckerman additionally brings up the less persuading part regarding 

his dream intentionally, and this adds more flavour to the associations of virtual 

and genuine worlds. Among the ages of Jewish outsiders, young Jewish journalists 

are confronting considerably harder situation. Caught by conventional Jewish 

morals and on the opposite propelled by present day American   training,   the   

youthful   Jewish   journalists   locate their abstract manifestations are 

unsatisfactory to the Jewish media. 

The contention pictures of Amy Bellette and Anne Frank in the third part 

additionally mirror the encounter among life and craftsmanship. Anne Frank was 

the ideal virtuous holy gentle lady, her picture had a magnificent creative 

impact, innumerable individuals in the auditorium shed tears for her story, while 

Amy Bellette is only a delicate young lady who is experiencing the injury of 

holocaust and in this way shows the clouded side of her character. Considering the 

picture of Amy who endure the war yet lost the association of her family, Amy’s 

meandering and battling match the truth more. The transformation of old Anne 

and new Amy’s picture show Roth’s contemplations of craftsmanship and life. 

The radical new Amy’s tenacity likewise shows Roth’s dismissal to settle. Amy 

Bellette is only a delicate young lady who is experiencing the injury of Holocaust 

and in this manner shows the hard side of her character. New Amy deserted her 

typical life to achieve her specialty and she succeed. Zuckerman imparted diverse 

insight towards artistic creation with his family. At the point when Zuckerman 

decides to carry on his concept of aesthetic creation, his life design is going to 

be disturbed. Zuckerman makes a first step in quite a while composing 

profession and get the chance to meet his mental manager Lonoff on the cost of 

his original life, and this is only his preferred start. 

Amy is really carrying on with an unsuitable life after her decision and this is might 

be the equivalent to Zuckerman. Zuckerman concedes the expense of losing his 

family’s help to improve  composing manifestations, yet he is additionally pulled 

in by Amy’s made up character Anne and thinks about that wedding the holy 

person Anne can eradicate his blame of composing absurd text in his family’s eyes. 
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In other words, life is in the end indivisible in any event, when it is negate to 

workmanship decisions. 

Conclusion 

 

While seeking after authenticity, novel undermines the creation standard of 

authenticity writing, develops the dream lastly falls it so as to cause the readers 

to understand that the novel is not a copy of the real world, however only a story 

composed by the essayist. The Ghost Writer is the principal book of Zuckerman 

arrangement, and it likewise portrays the unforgiving reality that youthful Jewish 

essayists start to take note. Anne is an exemplary character in writing and Amy is a 

living man throughout everyday life, Amy’s hard decision of whether to uncover 

her personality in the dream is additionally Zuckerman’s battle toward life and 

craftsmanship. Through satire,   intertextuality   and   the   conversation   of   novel 

hypothesis in the book, Roth uncovers the difficulty of youthful Jewish journalists 

and the suffering injury of the post-war Jewish individuals. 
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